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We present a rotation average of the two-body scattering amplitude in the
lightcone time()-ordered perturbation theory. Using a rotation average pro-
cedure, we show that the contribution of individual time-ordered diagram
can be quantied in a Lorentz invariant way. The number of time-ordered
diagrams can also be reduced by half if the masses of two bodies are same.
In the numerical example of 
3
theory, we nd that the higher Fock-state
contribution is quite small in the lightcone quantization.






The invariant amplitude obtained by calculating a covariant Feynman diagram can equiv-
alently be given by the sum of the corresponding time-ordered diagrams in the old fashioned
perturbation theory(OFPT). As it is well known [1,2], the individual time-ordered diagram
is not invariant under some of the Lorentz transformations, e.g., boost or rotation, while
the covariant Feynman diagram is completely Lorentz invariant. Under which part of the
Lorentz transformations the individual diagram is not invariant depends on whether we use
the ordinary equal-t quantization or the lightcone equal- quantization where  = t + z=c.
The Poincare algebra in these two schemes are signicantly dierent. It is often remarked
that in the equal-t quantization the boost operation is dynamic and the rotation is kine-
matic, while in the equal- quantization the rotation is dynamic and the boost operation is
kinematic [3]. These signicantly dierent features of Poincare algebra in two schemes lead
to the non-invariance of the individual diagram under dierent part of Lorentz transforma-
tions. In the equal-t quantization, the individual diagram is not invariant under the boost
transformation, while in the equal- quantization the individual diagram is not invariant
under the rotation. However, it is crucial to note that the property of rotation is very dif-
ferent from the property of boost operation because the rotation is compact i.e., closed and
periodic, while the boost operation is open and not periodic. Thus, one may take advantage
of the rotation in equal- quantization. Already, M. Fuda [4] suggested the angular averag-
ing of the potential as a way of restoring Poincare invariance in the explicit example of N
scattering problem. We have also realized that the physical on-shell partial wave amplitudes
presented in Ref. [5] were in fact identical to the rotation average of the lightcone scattering
partial wave amplitudes [6]. In this paper, we give an example of rotation advantage in
OFPT. If we make a rotation average of the individual diagram, then the result is of course
invariant under rotation and thus the individual diagram can be made invariant under the
rotation. The similar average procedure for the boost operation cannot be made in the
equal-t quantization because the parameter space of boost, i.e., velocity is not compact. As
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we will show explicitly in this work, the individual  -ordered diagram can be made invariant
under the entire Lorentz transformation using an average procedure. Furthermore, in the
calculations of the two-body scattering amplitudes where the masses of two bodies are same,
one does not need to calculate the entire number of  -ordered diagrams but to calculate only
the half of the entire number of diagrams because the half of total number of diagrams is
reproduced by the other half. Thus, one can evaluate the magnitude of each diagram in the
Lorentz invariant way once the average procedure is xed.
In the example of this work, we found that the higher Fock-state contribution is very small
in the lightcone quantization. Our nontrivial point is that this smallness can be asserted in
a reference-frame independent way. Without loss of generality but for simplicity, we show
this point using an explicit example of Feynman amplitudes in 
3
theory [7]. However, our
method is generic to the equal- quantization scheme, and thus applicable to any other eld
theory. In this work, we calculate the lowest order two-body interaction diagrams shown in
Figs. 1{3 and the real part of one higher order ladder diagram shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The
generation of these diagrams from the covariant Bethe-Salpeter kernel was discussed in Ref.
[8]. A general algorithm of producing the  -ordered diagrams from any Feynman diagram
was also recently presented by Ligterink and Bakker [9]. In Section II, we present analytic
calculations of Feynman diagrams shown in Figs. 3 and 5. In Section III, the numerical
computations are made and the results are summarized. Conclusions and discussions follow
in Section IV. In the Appendix, the equivalence is shown between the covariant next-to-




covariant perturbation theory (CVPT), the lowest order Feynman amplitude
for the two-body scattering is given by the single diagram shown in Fig. 1. This single
diagram in Fig. 1 corresponds to the sum of two diagrams shown in Fig. 2 in the ordinary
time(t)-ordered OFPT. However, as we have discussed in the Introduction (Section I), each
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separate diagram in Fig. 2 is not boost invariant even though it is invariant under rotation.
Only the sum of the two diagrams is completely Lorentz invariant. Now, let's consider




n is a unit
vector on the lightcone surface (e.g.,  = t + z=c means
^
n = z^). If we change from t to  ,
then we still have two  -ordered diagrams as shown in Fig. 3 which apparently look identical
to those in Fig. 2. However, each diagram in Fig. 3 depends on
^
n and one can easily nd
that it is not invariant under rotation but nevertheless invariant under boost. This drastic
change of the Lorentz property from the case of Fig. 2 is exactly what allows us to make an
average of each diagram. By taking advantage of compactness in the rotation, we now take
the average value of each diagram in Fig. 3 over
^
n.
After diagrams are averaged over
^
n, the restoration of the rotational symmetry is man-
ifest for each diagram. Of course, the sum of diagrams remains same whether we take the
average over
^
n or not. If the two particles of mass m scatter with the initial(nal) c.m.
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(k; l) : (II-12)
From this, we notice that, after averaging over
^
n, we not only restore the rotional
symmetry for each separate diagram in Fig. 3 but also we can actually reduce the number
of diagrams necessary for the calculation by half for the two-body scattering amplitude.





corresponds to x  ! (1 x) and y  ! (1 y) and the two-body scattering amplitude must
be symmetric under this change of variables. In order to show an explicit example beyond
the leading order, let's now consider the next-to-leading order ladder diagram in CVPT as
shown in Fig. 4.
While in the t-ordered OFPT there are 4! = 24 diagrams, we have only 6 diagrams in
the  -ordered OFPT (See Fig. 5.). For example, a diagram shown in Fig. 6 appears in the
t-ordered OFPT but not in the  -ordered OFPT [2,10].
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In the Appendix, we show explicitly the equivalence between the CVPT and the sum of
 -ordered OFPT diagrams in Fig. 5. Since (z; q
?






















































































































(k; l) : (II-31)
Thus, we need to calculate only the three (not six) diagrams to obtain M
(1)
SUM
(k; l). In the





; (i = 1; 2;    ; 6) and verify Eqs. (II-27)-(II-29).















As shown explicitly by
^
n-dependence, each amplitude in the equal- OFPT does not
have rotational symmetry. Nevertheless, all the
^
n-dependence from each amplitude must
cancel each other if we sum them up. The rotational symmetry must be recovered in the





n) given by Eqs.
























is the principle value of
1
x





n); i = 1; 2; 4; 5







turn out to be real because the intermediate state of higher Fock-states cannot go
to the on-energy-shell. In this numerical work, we will focus only on the real part of each
amplitude. For the Cauchy principle value calculation, we change the integration variables,
(z; q
?
), into (q) with the xed
^


































































and (k; l; q) with the xed
^







































































































































































The real parts of all other amplitudes can be written similarly.
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IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
For the explicit example of numerical results, we choose the following kinematics without
any loss of generality;
k = jkj(0; 0; 1) ; (IV-1)
l = jkj(0; sin; cos) ; (IV-2)
^















) is a polar(azimuthal) angle of
^
n.
Because we are interested in the dependence of the scattering amplitude on the direction
^




z and the direction of initial
momentum k as
^
z and then vary the direction
^
n. The eect of rotating the direction
^
n in a
given scattering plane dened by its perpendicular direction k l is equivalent to the eect
of rotating k l in a given direction of the lightcone time evolution, e.g.,  = t+ z. In any
case, the point is the dynamics dependent on the relative angle between
^
n and k  l [6].
In Figs. 7{15, the scattering amplitudes of each diagram are plotted for jkj = 1:0 and
 = 1:0 in units of a mass of scattering particle, m, with given scattering angle,  =
0; =6; =4; =3; =2; 2=3; 3=4; 5=6 and . From these gures, we can easily see that each














within the numerical error. This shows the recovery
of rotational symmetry in the Feynman amplitude level [11]. It is also very interesting to






, are quite suppressed [12]. The






are listed in Tab. I for various  with given jkj=m = 1:0; =m = 1:0. The






























for various  within the























is listed for various jkj=m = 1:0; 0:1; 0:01 with given =m = 1:0. This also numerically
veries the smallness of the higher Fock-state contributions.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this work, we have shown that each  -ordered amplitude can be made as the Lorentz
invariant amplitude by taking advantage of a distinguished feature in the lightcone quan-
tization and making an average over the lightcone surface dened by
^
n. Such process of
averaging was possible in the lightcone quantization method because the rotation which is
the dynamical part of this quantization method is actually compact. This feature is dras-
tically dierent from the ordinary equal-t quantization, where the dynamical part occurs in
the boost operation but the parameter space of this operation is not closed. We regard this
as an explicit example of advantage in the equal- quantization over the equal-t quantiza-
tion. The rotation average of each  -ordered scattering amplitude not only provided the
Lorentz-invariant assessment of each amplitude but also reduced the number of diagrams
to be calculated if the masses of two bodies are same. For the explicit numerical exam-
ples, we have calculated the real part of next-to-leading order ladder diagrams in 
3
theory.
As shown in Figs. 7{15, the sum of all diagrams is always independent of the
^
n choice,



























































presented in Tab. II also verify the negligible contribution from the higher Fock-state
intermediate states. Thus
^
n-averaging process exhibits a unique advantage of assessing the
contribution from each intermediate Fock-states. This brings up further interesting appli-
cation to the gauge theory such as QED and QCD as well as to the multi-body scattering
amplitudes as future works.
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APPENDIX
In this appendix, we show the equivalence between the CVPT diagram in Fig. 4 and
the sum of  -ordered OFPT diagrams in Fig. 5. The method used in this Appendix was
presented in Ref. [8] for the Bethe-Salpeter approach. Recently, Ligterink and Bakker [9]
also proposed a general algorithm that produces the  -ordered diagrams from any Feynman



































In terms of lightcone variables, M
(1)















































































































































































































































































































then the following properties are obtained:
(i; j) =  (j; i) ; (A-7)
(i; j)(i; k) = (i; j)(j; k)  (i; k)(j; k) : (A-8)
With this notation, the functions, F
i



















































































In case of x > z; y > z, we have one pole(q
 
1










) in the upper plane. Hence if we do a contour integration by enclosing
















(1; 2)(1; 3)(1; 4) ; (A-16)





















) in the lower half plane. Doing a contour integration by enclosing a lower half
















[(1; 2)(1; 3)(1; 4) + (4; 1)(4; 2)(4; 3)] : (A-17)
Since
(1; 2)(1; 3)(1; 4) + (4; 1)(4; 2)(4; 3) = (1; 2)[(1; 3)(3; 4)  (1; 4)(3; 4)] + (4; 1)(4; 2)(4; 3)
= (2; 1)(3; 1)(3; 4) + [(2; 1)(1; 4)  (2; 4)(1; 4)](3; 4)
= (2; 1)(3; 1)(3; 4) + (2; 1)(2; 4)(3; 4) ;












n)). Similarly, the equivalence
between the remaining cases of pole positions and the rest of the  -ordered diagrams can be
shown by similar steps of q
 
contour integration. This shows that the sum of six  -ordered
diagrams in Fig. 5 is same as the single Feynman digram in Fig. 4.
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0 0.6870 0.0000 0.0000 0.6858 0.0000 0.0000 1.3728
=6 0.4906 0.1488 0.0050 0.4899 0.1492 0.0050 1.2884
=4 0.4039 0.1907 0.0089 0.4036 0.1902 0.0089 1.2062
=3 0.3315 0.2156 0.0125 0.3326 0.2159 0.0125 1.1207
=2 0.2263 0.2417 0.0186 0.2258 0.2420 0.0186 0.9731
2=3 0.1599 0.2591 0.0231 0.1602 0.2588 0.0231 0.8842
3=4 0.1362 0.2690 0.0248 0.1366 0.2689 0.0247 0.8602
5=6 0.1175 0.2797 0.0260 0.1163 0.2789 0.0260 0.8444
 0.0956 0.2954 0.0271 0.0953 0.2959 0.0270 0.8362
TABLE I. The real part contributions of each
^
n{averaged scattering amplitudes for various 











































0:1 1.5250 0.3171 0.0008 1.5247 0.3144 0.0008
1:0 0.2585 0.2307 0.0173 0.2592 0.2303 0.0173
10 0.0063 0.0036 0.0002 0.0053 0.0035 0.0002
TABLE II. The real part contributions of each diagram for both  and
^
n{average of a scattering
amplitude for various jkj with xed  = 1:0m.
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FIGURES
FIG. 1. The lowest diagram for a scattering amplitude in CVPT.
t t











FIG. 3. The lowest diagrams for a scattering amplitude in the  -ordered OFPT. Only lightcone
































FIG. 5. The next-to-leading order diagrams for two-body scattering amplitude in the  -ordered









FIG. 6. A sample diagram which appears in the t-ordered OFPT but does not appear in the
 -ordered OFPT. Only lightcone plus(+) momentum fraction is shown.
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-axis are scaled in
units of =10 and in units of =5, respectively.
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in units of =10 and in units of =5, respectively.
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in units of =10 and in units of =5, respectively.
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in units of =10 and in units of =5, respectively.
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in units of =10 and in units of =5, respectively.
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scaled in units of =10 and in units of =5, respectively.
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scaled in units of =10 and in units of =5, respectively.
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scaled in units of =10 and in units of =5, respectively.
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in units of =10 and in units of =5, respectively.
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